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ECE 307 Electromagnetic Fields and Waves Laboratory

Spring 2000

2234 EB

Sections: Tuesday 3:00-5:50 (section 1)
Thursday 11:30-2:20 (section 2)

Lab supervisor: Leo Kempel  C-131 ERC  kempel@egr.msu.edu  353-9944
Office hours: 12:30-1:30 MWF 1210 EB
Instructors: Mr. Suk

Reference Text: Field and Wave Electromagnetics, David K. Cheng, Addison-Wesley, Reading,
Mass., 1989.  (EE 306 text)

Grading: Formal Lab Report 8 pts
Oral Lab Presentation 8 pts
Practical Lab exam 8 pts

LAB POLICIES

Note:  these policies are subject to change at the discretion of the lab supervisor.  All changes will be
announced in class.

1. Group make up.  Each lab group will consist of two students.  You will do your weekly lab
reports individually, but oral and written presentations will be done as a group.  BE SURE TO
PICK YOUR PARTNER WISELY!  Resolution of conflicts between partners is the
responsibility of the lab coordinator.  Conflicts should be reported promptly.

2. Grading policy.  Your numerical grade on a 4.0 scale will be determined from the above three
components.  The individual component grades are based on a straight scale.  To determine
any one of the three grades, merely divide by two.  (Example -- you get 5 points on your lab
presentation.  Your numerical grade is 5/2 = 2.5)  To determine your final grade, add your
three scores and divide by 6.  (Example -- you get a 7 on your formal lab report, a 5 on your
lab presentation and a 5 on your practical exam.  Your final course grade is [7+5+5]/6 = 2.83,
which rounds up to 3.0)

You will also be required to turn in a lab report for each experiment (see weekly lab reports
below for details).  Each report will be examined by the instructor and returned the following
week with and indication of SATISFACTORY or UNSATISFACTORY.  If the report is
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labeled as unsatisfactory, the instructor will indicate how the student will make up the
deficiency.  The student will then resubmit the corrected lab report by the next lab period;  the
instructor will examine it to see if the deficiency has been corrected, and return it to the student
the following lab period with another indication of satisfactory or unsatisfactory.  The student
will then have one more chance to remove the deficiency.  If the unsatisfactory grade remains
at the end of the semester, 3 points will be deducted from the student's total EE 307 score.  If
a student does not return an amended unsatisfactory report by the lab period following the one
in which it was returned to the student, it will be permanently classified as unsatisfactory.

Example: Formal Lab Report  7 pts
Oral Lab Presentation  8 pts
Practical Lab exam  5 pts
Two unsatisfactory weekly reports -6 pts

TOTAL 14 pts = 2.5

3. Preparation.  You are expected to be prepared before coming to lab.  Read the theory and
procedure sections of the lab, complete the preliminary exercises, and review any topics you
are unsure of.  The lab instructors are NOT required to lecture during the lab period.  They are
NOT required to answer questions during the lab period over topics you should know from the
lab manual.  Their purpose during the lab period is to oversee the lab and help you with any
mechanical trouble you are having with the equipment.  If you do not understand material from
the manual, see your instructor before the lab period.

4. Preliminary exercises.  Preliminary exercises are given at the beginning of each section of the
lab manual.  Their purpose is to help you understand the concepts inherent to the lab.  Turning
in these exercises is optional.  If you choose to hand them in, they are due at the beginning of
the lab period and will be graded as satisfactory or unsatisfactory.  They will only be graded
once.  If you receive 4 satisfactory grades on preliminaries (out of a possible 6) 3 points will be
added to your score.  If you are having difficulty with the exercises, see your instructor before
the lab period.

5. Data.  All data must be taken in PEN.  It must be signed and dated by your instructor before
you leave the lab.

6. Calculations.  In most labs you will be required to analyze your data by performing certain
calculations.  It is very important that you do preliminary calculations while still in the
lab.  The lab instructor will let you know if these calculations look correct.  This will help you
learn whether you have taken your data correctly.  It will save you from the agony of
discovering (usually the night before the lab report is due) that you have taken the wrong data!

7. Weekly lab reports.  Weekly reports will be turned in at the beginning of the lab period
following the week during which the experiment was performed.  Each student will turn in a
lab report.  Reports will simulate the manner in which you might keep track of lab work in an
engineering job.
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The key to successfully keeping track of your lab work on the job is organization.  A few
minutes spent the day of the measurements will save hours of headaches several weeks later
when you need to write up a report or retrieve the data.  Engineers often keep a lab notebook
in which they keep their data, sketch the apparatus, and perform their preliminary data analysis
including making plots and tables.  They will make notes of anything that might help them
understand the meaning of their data, and help them reproduce the results.  After each
experiment you should do the same thing.

Thus, weekly reports will be organized as follows:

Cover page: Title of lab, names of students in group, name of student completing
the report, name of instructor, section number, date of lab, date of
report (due date).

Raw data: Data taken during the lab.

Processed data:If specified in the lab manual, data should be plotted or tabulated.

Discussion: Answer questions and perform calculations specified in the lab manual.
 Include your calculations.

These reports need not be very lengthy, but they should be NEAT and COMPLETE. 
Sloppiness, poor grammar, poor organization, unlabeled graphs or tables, improper spelling
and incorrectly answered questions are all grounds for labeling a lab report as
UNSATISFACTORY.

8. Oral reports.  Each group will perform one oral report during the term.  The class period will
be dedicated to the presentation and all members of the class must be present.  The purpose of
this report is to simulate an engineering presentation in one of a variety of scenarios.  Fellow
class members will play the roll of engineers, managers, customers, etc., and should be involved
in the presentation.  They should be both critical and supportive, where appropriate;  debate is
encouraged.  Presenters should dress appropriately for their presentation.  They are completely
responsible for preparing handouts, financial analyses, visual aids, etc.  Results should be
presented on the overhead projector.  Presentations and associated discussion should take on
the order of one hour.  Grading of the presentation will be at the discretion of the lab
instructor.

The order of presentation will be alphabetically by the first letter of the last name.  If there is
more than one member in a group, the partner whose name comes first will be used to
determine the order.  Suggested presentation scenarios are summarized at the end of this hand
out, but the lab instructors are encouraged to develop their own scenarios.

9. Formal lab report.  Each group will submit one formal lab report in lieu of a weekly lab report.
 This should be of the form of an official technical report based on the group's oral
presentation.  Unless otherwise specified by the instructor, it will be due on Friday at 5:00 PM
the same week the oral presentation is given.
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The formal report must be typed (word processed), well organized, and readable.  It will be
graded on spelling and grammar as well as organization, writing style, and technical accuracy. 
You should realize that if you are a staff engineer and you turn in a sloppy or unreadable report
to your boss, your value to the company will be in serious question.  If you turn in an
unreadable report to a client, you will be fired. 

A formal technical report should, at a minimum, consist of the following.

1. Title page: Title of report or project name, name of organization for whom
the report was written, writer's names and affiliation, date
completed.

2. Introduction: Outline the report.  Summarize what you did and the main
results of your work.  Explain briefly how these results were
accomplished.  Many managers will only read this section, and
thus it's often called an "executive summary."

3. Theory: Discussion of important theoretical concepts used in the report.
 Describe how these ideas will be used to obtain your goal.

4. Experiment: Explanation of any experimental apparatus.  Include diagrams. 
Describe the procedure used to make measurements and why
the measurements were made.

5. Results: Include measured and calculated data.  Data must be in either a
properly labeled table or graph, or both.  Reference to these
must be by table or graph number.  See the attached pages for
examples of a table and graph.  For small amounts of data, use
a table.  For large amounts of data, or when visualization is
important, use a graph.  Be sure to include units!

6. Discussion: A discussion of your results.  Reference must be to labeled
tables and plots.  Be sure to discuss error, if appropriate. 
Include all calculations.

7. Conclusions: Here's the bottom line.  What important conclusions do you
derive from all your work?  Drive home your selling points.

10. Practical lab exam.  You will sign up with your instructor for a fifteen minute time slot during
the final exam period for the administration of your practical lab exam.  The instructor will ask
you to set up the equipment and perform one or more measurements taken during the
semester.  These measurements will be identical to those done in previous labs.  However, you
will not know ahead of time which measurement you will be asked to do, and you will be
required to do the measurement closed book.  You must complete the measurement within the
allotted fifteen minute period.  This exam is very good at sorting out those students who
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"parasitize" their lab partner during the semester.

11. Discussion of error.  When you discuss error you may, if you wish, blame the equipment.  If
you do, you must discuss both the source AND RANGE of the error.  For example, if you can
read a dial to within 5%, this range of error cannot completely explain a difference of 25%
between theory and experiment, unless it is compounded.  Remember, the most common cause
of error is unfamiliarity with equipment.

10. Be nice.  Please treat the equipment kindly.  Be nice to sensitive things like connectors,
switches and dials.  Each lab bench contains about $30,000 worth of equipment.  To be safe,
there will be no food or drink allowed in the lab.
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ORAL REPORT SCENARIOS

1. Electrostatic field mapping. 

a. You and your partner are assistant engineers in a large, established company that
produces high voltage equipment.  Your group is responsible for circumventing any
voltage breakdown problems.  Until recently, you have performed measurements on
mock-ups of the equipment to determine field strength and estimated breakdown
potentials.  This has resulted in a tendency to be overcautious in the original equipment
design, so that the expensive redesign phase can be avoided if the original design does
not meet the desired voltage breakdown specifications.  However, the overdesigned
equipment tends to be more expensive to build.  Assume each redesign costs the
company $50,000 (mostly in engineering costs) and that overdesigning the product is
costing $200,000.  You have been asked to see if computer simulation could save the
company some money.  Assume that with computer simulation you could set a specific
safety margin for the breakdown voltage (say a factor of two) and thus eliminate both
redesign and overdesign.

You are to report your findings at a department meeting consisting of your boss (the
department manager) and the other engineers and technicians in your department.  You
must describe the benefits of computer techniques over measurements of mock-ups
and which computer analysis techniques are available (those studied in class).  Illustrate
with typical examples you have done.  Lastly, present a preliminary analysis of cost
savings, including computer cost, savings in technician measurement costs, design
savings, training costs, etc.  Are there other reasons, beside cost, that your company
should be switching to computer analysis?

b. LaunchTech, a small, independently owned company which provides satellite launch
services has recently experienced several costly lightning strikes.  The tall metal gantry
at the company's launch facility has been struck several times during thunderstorms,
resulting in damage and creating a substantial safety hazard.  More disturbingly, several
rockets have been struck shortly after liftoff, when no thunderstorms exist in the
vicinity.  This has resulted in damage to the rockets and equipment on the ground at
the launch facility.  These mysterious incidents occur when the sky is overcast and
rainstorms exist in the area, but the weather is otherwise relatively calm.  It appears that
the launching of the rocket itself triggers the lightning strike.

Your company has been hired to investigate these incidents and suggest preventative
measures.  First explain where and when lightning is most likely to strike, and how a
lightning rod will prevent damage to the launch gantry. Explain how and why lightning
rods work, and what characterizes a good lightning rod.  Once the lightning rod is
installed suggest a simple and inexpensive method for determining when it has been
struck, so that equipment may be checked for damage.  Next, determine the mechanism
which is responsible for the rockets being struck in flight.  Search for information about
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events like this that have occurred in the past. (For example, the Saturn V launch
vehicle carrying the Apollo 12 spacecraft was struck by lightning just after liftoff). 
Under what atmospheric conditions is this most likely to occur?  Can launch criteria be
established so that these incidents are avoided?  Explain how computer simulations and
real time data can be used to minimize the chances of both types of lightning strikes. 
Prepare a presentation for the LaunchTech board of directors, a group composed of
people with various backgrounds and levels of engineering experience.

2. Dielectric and magnetic properties of materials.  You and your lab partner are the two
engineers at a government laboratory which specializes in the analysis of unknown materials. 
After blowing the bejeebers out of country X, the U.S. military has been inspecting the
suspected weapons sites the that country.  Inspectors have been sifting through the rubble of a
laboratory where they suspect nuclear material has been processed, specifically for use in a
bomb.  One important step in that process requires the use of powerful magnets.  They have
found the remains of several different pieces of equipment and have sent them on to you.  You
are to determine if any of the remnant pieces are composed of supermalloy, which is used in a
specific piece of equipment supplied by a Western corporation which has been suspected in
dealing illegally with country X.

You are to report your findings at a meeting consisting of the director of your lab, an
Undersecretary of Defense, and several scientists from the International Atomic Energy
Administration.  Your finding could be a key piece of evidence in a decision to bring sanctions
against the corporation.  You should describe the measurements you made, the conclusions
you draw, and the accuracy of your measurements.  Based on your vast experience in materials
measurements, and realizing the repercussions of your conclusions, what chances do you give
that your conclusions are correct?

3. Transmission lines with transient excitation.  You and your partner are sales engineers with a
small company that manufactures time-domain reflectometry equipment.  Your company has
just recently begun to manufacture a reflectometer which it wishes to market to cable TV
companies to detect discontinuities in their transmission lines.  The benefit of your system is
that it can tell whether the discontinuity is due to a break in the line or to a person illegally
tapping into the cable system.

You are to meet with the president of a local cable company, his/her station engineer, the field
technicians who would use the device, and a member of the local Public Services Commission
who is investigating illegal access of cable TV.  You must describe how the device works and
how it can detect discontinuities in their transmission line.  You must also discuss how it can
locate the position of fault and determine the type of fault (line break, impedance mismatch,
type of impedance, etc.) using a small onboard computer.  Illustrate with measurements you
have made.  Remember that your audience is primarily non-technical.  Most of all, you must
convince them that your device is worth purchasing.  Thus, stress price, ease of use, and the
amount of money which can be recovered by weeding out the deadbeats.

4. Steady state transmission line measurements.  The local astronomy club has asked for the help
of you and your partner to set up their first radio telescope.  The club has purchased a surplus
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2695 MHz receiver and wishes to build its own antenna.  Unfortunately, their attempts at
building a workable antenna for this frequency have failed because they lack a method of
matching the antenna to their 50O receiver.  In fact, they are not sure how to measure the input
impedance of their antenna, or even the standing-wave ratio at these frequencies.

You are to meet with the club at their usual Monday night meeting to explain how a stub tuner
could be used to perform the match.  You should discuss how a slotted line and a test oscillator
(borrowed from your office) could be used to measure both the SWR on the line and the
complex input impedance of the antenna.  Illustrate with typical measurements you have made.
 Remember that the audience, while technically acute, is not well versed in the terminology of
electrical engineering.

5. Vector voltmeter measurements.  You and your partner are independent consulting engineers
hired by a small electronics firm.  The firm was founded by a person with tremendous insight in
RF electronics, but no formal training as an engineer or technician.  Up until now, the company
has been manufacturing small citizen band radios for emergency use.  In order to diversify, the
president of the company wishes to begin manufacturing police radar detectors.  He/she
understands the basic concepts of impedance matching, but is a little leery that things might
behave somewhat differently at radar frequencies.  He fears that some of the receiver designs
he has made might not hold up due to differing behavior of components and interconnects. 
Thus, he has hired you to give him an overview of the behavior of circuits at these frequencies.

You are to meet with the president of the company and his workers to explain the behavior of
the circuit board interconnections at these frequencies.  In particular, you must explain why it is
important to know both the amplitude and phase of the voltages in his radar circuit.  Explain
how the interconnecting lines must be considered as transmission lines, and how the impedance
of a component is altered by the interconnection.  Illustrate with typical measurements you
have made.  You must convince him that it is imperative to purchase a vector voltmeter for
performing his circuit measurements, and justify its cost to him.  Also discuss how attenuation
could be a problem at these frequencies.
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EXAMPLE OF PROPERLY LABELED PLOT

Figure 1. Attenuation factor for RG-58A/U coaxial cable.
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EXAMPLE OF PROPERLY LABELED TABLE

Table 1. Properties of various soft ferromagnetic materials.

Material Initial
relative
permeability

Coercive
force
(A/m)

Residual
field
(Wb/m2)

Saturation
field
(Wb/m2)

density
(g/cm3)

Commercial
iron

150-250 80 0.77 2.15 7.85

Pure iron 10k 4 0.2 2.15 7.85

Silicon-steel 900-1700 35-60 0.62-0.93 1.5-2.0 7.65

Siloctron 1.3k 8-24 1.4 1.5-2.0 7.65

Silicon-iron 400 40 1.2 1.5-2.0 7.65

Deltamax 400-1700 16-32 1.3-1.8 1.35-1.85 8.25

4-79 Mo Perm-
 alloy

10k-40k 3-12 0.4-0.55 0.7-0.8 8.74

Supermalloy 50k-120k 0.2-4 0.4-0.55 0.65-0.75 8.77


